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When it comes to managing symptoms associated with autoimmune 

diseases, how can I leverage my personal experiences and dietary 

knowledge to build a collaborative, online community to influence and 

support others on changing their diets to improve their quality of life?
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AKA your survivalguide. You can't just throw something together like you use to... or order take out... or pick up fast food. You need to proactively plan for the fact that you can eat like a 'normal' person anymore and the key to making this work is planning ahead. Here 
is what I do, with tips, and I find it to be very effective;

1. I set aside some time to make a menu, around 20-40 meals. I scroll through Pinterest, or maybe a cookbook or two, and I write down all the things I want to make in no particular order. I could write down a whole thought-out meal, or just write 'artichokes' because I 
know I want to eat them in some fashion soon. Do this is a word document for editing purposes, because the plan will change as life happens.
2. Then I complete each meal. Look for items you can connect. Say you wrote down teriyaki salmon and elsewhere you wrote veggie lo mein - combine - done. Okay, I just wrote artichokes down... how can I make this a full meal? Well, I think I'm going to stuff them... 
what do I want with that? Some fish? Pasta? It doesn't matter - there is no wrong answer.
3. Then I arrange by day them keeping in mind two systems - protein base and culture. I want to avoid eating chicken 5 days in a row, so arrange your meals to be veggie-based, meat-based, seafood, etc. Mix it up. Be sure to include meals that don't revolve around 
an animal protein (its good for you and the environment and I will arm you with plenty of examples).  The second system is culture-based meals. Avoid putting your vegetarian Mexican dish in-between chicken enchiladas and shrimp adobo. Mix up your cultures and 
flavors. It will keep you interested in your menu.
4. Plan for what you can. If you know you have a concert one night - plan to have leftovers before the show. If you're having people over for one day - plan that in to your menu to avoid major overhauls. If you have class until 10:00 at night, have leftovers or a frozen 
option available. Take the pressure off my planning ahead. Things will change and that's okay. It use to stress me out sticking to the menu like my bible, but don't, it defeats the purpose. So if you find out Thursday you will be out of the house all weekend - get a plan 
going. Maybe bring up that easy meal you had planned for next Wednesday and swap it out. This is why I suggest doing it on the computer. 
5. Under each meal plan, write down all of the ingredients you will need. It will take a little practice, but you will soon learn to arrange your menus to really maximize what you buy. If you're thinking the rest of the cilantro will probably end up in the trash... consciously 
plan to use the other half of the bunch in a meal later that week. You will use fresher ingredients this way and will reduce waste. 
6. Prepare your shopping list from the ingredient list you already made. Check what you already have. How much do you need? I write down ALL of the shelf-stable items for the entire menu. Then I write down all the perishable items for the first week at least. (Think 
about it - when can you go shopping next? How long does staff stay good in the fridge for?) Then shop. Doing it this way allows you to just stop by and pick up your veggies for that next week - the list is already prepared and the shelf-stable items are already at 
home. 
***Every single dinner I make, I make at least 3 portions of. I eat it that night and for lunch the next day. This is literally how I survive. Odds are your work or nearby your work doesn't sell awesome GDDF food right? You have to pack it. **

Does that sound miserable to you? I hope not. It's easier than it sounds - write down food you want to eat, organize it, do it. Still no?
Below are 6 of my GFDF menus.

Here are some tips when reading these:

● there are repeats

● there are meals that take a long time, there are meals that are short

● I didn't necessarily write down every ingredient. Odds are I left off spices or olive oil perhaps, so read with some scrutiny

● if it says 'out', I was out and didn't cook

● at some point I stopped writing the leftovers in

● you won't see meat on here besides chicken - switch for what you want

● if you don't like the whole meal, it doesn't mean it's useless, mix and match

● if you see something for 'Mike', that just shows an area where I made my husband something slightly different from what I ate

● it doesn't necessarily say GFDF before all items. So if you see 'flour' or 'sweet chili sauce' assume its GF and shop accordingly
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Foods alone won’t cure hypothyroidism. However, a combination of the right nutrients and medication can helprestore thyroid function and minimize your symptoms.The connection is... confusing. Since the thyroid impacts your metabolism, this may make it difficult to gain/lose weight and definitely  increases your 
chances of developing diabetes, heart disease, nutrient deficiencies, and high blood pressure. Also, separate from that - if you have thyroid disease, you're very likely to have Celiac Disease (Gluten ALLERGY) or gluten intolerance (INTOLERANCE- still to be taken very seriously. Gluten will impact a Celiac/intolerant 
person in the way same except Celiacs can be determined by a blood test and will cause permanent stomach-lining damage. For more info: https://gluten.org/resources/getting-started/celiac-disease-non-celiac-sensitivity-or-wheat-allergy-what-is-the-difference/). The autoimmune part of the disease causes your body to 
attack all these thyroid-nutrient-related-items. I know my non-medical description isn't the best, but hear it is; your body will hold on to the bad stuff and can't properly utilize the good. This is why people with autoimmune diseases heavily limit and diet yet still feel bad and have no energy - because they are 
limiting/removing the wrong things. It's not a diet, it's a lifestyle. The thyroid and the gut are one - remember that. 

I was treating my hypothyroidism for five years before I learned I had gluten intolerance as well. As you read in The Journeyportion, I was monitoring my blood-work and doing everything by the book and I still felt incredibly sick. Every. Single. Day. I was tested for Celiac's a million times - always negative. I ate a 
vegetarian, minimally processed, healthy diet. My joints and muscles told me not to exercise - it hurt too much. I did it anyway. The wedding was coming and yes, I wanted to look good. Sue me. I committed and went to the gym 5 times a week and  ate the best diet possible for eight full months. On my wedding day, I 
was the heaviest I've ever been and although it's vain, I have to live with that feeling when I look at the photos. In just  that eight months, I gained 17 pounds. Don't you dare say it was muscle! My body was weak(er) and the inflammation and gut issues were horrendous. Less than a year later - I read about gluten 
sensitivity and felt I found the answer. I went on a "Farewell to Gluten" tour - pizza, sushi, ravioli, cake, bagels. 

Then I quit. All of it. I lost 45 pounds in three weeks. THREE WEEKS. To quote my Dr, who did not suggest a GF diet, "the only way you can lose weight like that is if you removed something that was acting like a poisonin your body." My bloating was GONE. My hair started to grow back. My nails became hard. My skin 
became soft. I could breath better. My heart rate slowed. It was everything. And guess what - I found it. I went to Doctors 64 times in those 5 years - primary care,  endocrinologists (2), ENT's (2), gastroenterologists, rheumatologists (2), physical therapists, and nutritionists. Not one of them told me to give up gluten. I'm 
not anti-Doctor, but hear this - with autoimmune diseases, your symptoms may be all over the place and so if the 'numbers' look good - you're sent home. There is no care for your quality of life.  T3 and T4 good? Yup. Go home. Throughout my healthcare journey I have been diagnosed with; IBS, depression, anxiety, 
fibromyalgia, systemic lupus, chronic fatigue syndrome, B12 deficiency, chronic dry eye, arthritis, etc. etc. People, it was the pasta.

Also, I hate the word "sensitivity." You will hear and read that word over and over and I encourage you to use the word intoleranceinstead. I am sensitive to caffeine, I am intolerant of gluten. So even though I will not experience the permanent intestinal damage associated with Celiac's (which I am grateful for), everything 
else is the SAME. Don't undermine the word and don't undermine the experience.  Two months later, I gave up dairy and lost another 5 pounds, but finally everything was stable and I was my normal 'size.' Is my health perfect now? I want to say yes, but I can't. It's still far from it - I still feel slightly sick all day, everyday. 
But life is TEN FOLD better since giving up these food groups and that's what makes this strict lifestyle possible. People will say "oh, you can't have that? you poor thing!" Yup, true, it does suck. But it's FINE.  If it wasn't incredibly beneficial to my overall health and well-being, trust me, I would be back to eating cheese 
on the daily. Regardless of if you have a Celiac diagnoses OR NOT - Some nutrients heavily influence the function of the thyroid gland, and certain foods can inhibit your body's ability to absorb the replacement hormones  you may take as part of your thyroid treatment. 

First, let's talk about the bad stuff. 
Gluten: Gluten is a protein found in wheat, barley, and rye. Therefore, gluten isn't wheat, gluten is in wheat. So when looking for gluten-free foods, don't just look for 'wheat' in the nutrition information. It's the #1 thing to give up when you have thyroid disease and there is research that says your body actually mistakes 
gluten as the thyroid hormone- thus leading to more 'attacking' and less absorption of the real deal. Many restaurants and companies are on this - unfortunately because being gluten-free is now a 'fad diet.' Fact is everyone will feel better without gluten, but these folks are diminishing the strict guidelines we NEED to 
follow. Anyway, let's look at the positive side because now there are tons of specialty products and even gluten-free menus available for all. Oh, and rice is your new best friend. **There is NO SUCH THING as being partially gluten free. It's not like a regular diet where you trynot to eat cake but if you do - oh well. YOU 
CAN'T CHEAT. YOU CAN'T 'JUST HAVE A LITTLE.' Let's be frank, shall we... It's not like you just won't shit for a day or two, it works it's way through your system and brings back MANY OF YOUR SYMPTOMS. After being very strict for ten months, I ate half a bagel to see what would happen... it wasn't just digestion, 
nausea, and bloating... my knees doubled in size, I could barely get my shoes on, my hands ached, I got a migraine, and it all stuck around for about a week. REMEMBER - A DIET IS A CHOICE. AN ALLERGY/INTOLERANCE IS NOT A CHOICE AND YOU CANNOT EAT IT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE. **
Dairy: It's not just milk, but also casein. So Lactaid and lactose-free products aren't enough. Also, vegan products can still contain dairy-derived sources, so that isn't good enough either. It's milk, butter, cheese, - but it's also in all kinds of shelf-stable products. There are people who are able to eat aged cheeses  (like 
Parmesan), because the casein has been removed, but that is something to try down the road. What's good is there are a variety of dairy alternatives - coconut, almond, rice, oat, etc. Dairy-free butter tastes the same but you can say goodbye to good cheese alternatives. A nut-cheese is a delicious goat/feta-like 
alternative, and yogurts and cream cheese alternates are also very good. Bye bye gouda, cheddar, mozzarella, and worst of all - no more ooey gooey. Dairy-free cheese does not melt and it's bullshit.You might not need to give up dairy at all, you may need to give it up completely, or you might benefit from a mostly 
dairy-free diet, unlike gluten. But be honest with yourself - is it partial because you genuinely feel fine having a little or is it because you "just can't give up cheese??"
Soy:  Some research suggests that consumption of soy may interfere with your ability to absorb thyroid medication. Therefore, you might not need to give it up completely but rather, wait four+ hours before eating any soy after taking your medication. I don't believeI have a soy problem, but I do know a hypothyroid 
person who does. You will have to test the waters for yourself. Soy is one of the main allergens so if a product contains soy - there is no funny business - it will say right on the package. 
Fatty/Fried Foods: Again, you probably don't have to give up these delicious items, but you might find you feel better when you do (everyone would though!) Keep it to a minimum if you can. When I eat these items, my acid reflux goes crazy and my belly does not appreciate the shock. It's hard to say if I'm more 
symptomatic, but it definitely doesn't help. There is also research that sugary foods, high-fiber foods, starches, nuts and seeds, processed foods, and a meat-heavy diet can all negatively impact thyroid function.
For me and for many, big offenders are coffee and alcohol. I know, I know. The caffeine makes my heart rate increase a bit too much and feeds into the dizzy/shakey feeling I have daily anyway.  Alcohol destroys my stomach, dehydrates me to an not-normal level, and makes me ill very often. My husband will drink 8 
glutinous beers, I will have 1 glass of wine (which I don't even like) and guess who's sick that night. I know, I know. 

● I explain the need to eat/hydrate like a diabetic needs to eat/hydrate (not to compare diseases and functions whatsoever). If I don't eat breakfast, by 12:00, my hands will start to shake, my vision will blur, and the nausea will set in. Sometimes it sticks and I start puking for the next few hours (because the 
stomach acid is empty and bored) and sometimes I can eat a quick snack and make it stop. I've learned this the hard way over and over again. Trust me, you look nuts running out of work puking when you were find literally 10 minutes ago. 

● Drink water. Duh right? Well, I'm a sicko who would drink about 10 oz of water a day. You're thinking that's not possible - but it is, it was. My body was accustomed to being chronically dehydrated. I have to drink three 22oz bottles everyday fear-factor style - just get it down. It helped with my skin issues 
and lessened the brain fog. 

● There is gluten in a lot of cosmetic products like shampoo and lotions. This doesn't always impact people, but it can. I suggest making the switch to all GF products and if 6 months minimum go by and you honestly feel no difference, you can return to your previous favorites. 
● Don't be guilted into eating questionable food. I love my mother-in-law (no, I really do), but she doesn't understand gluten/dairy-free to save her life. After a few months of being GFDF, she made me a chocolate cake special for Christmas. What was I to do?? I painstakingly went over the ingredients with 

her, which I already felt bad about, and it did seem fine - so I ate one slice. Most people might puke on Christmas from having too much to drink, I was puking because I was too nice. There was melted butter in that damn thing. This has happened time and time again and STILL does even though I have 
refused things solidly for over a year. Every holiday. "I made this special GFDF pie JUST FOR YOU." "Oh, vinegar is distilled with grain?? I didn't know that." And you shouldn't! Long story short, I don't eat anything prepared by other people and no, they don't get it. They'll show you the GF pasta (right 
next to the tub of butter) and think they did their job. It's not their fault and you will feel bad refusing the super-kind accommodation they made special just for you, but unless you can 100% guarantee this person knows what they're doing - don't eat it. Toss that shit in the trash and say it was delicious. 
You look out for you. How to make things less awkward? Any and every source would tell the host they must accommodate all diets (vegan, gluten, etc.), but tell them to please save the trouble. Kindly and respectfully say you have extreme diet issues and wouldn't want to impose that on them.  Warn 
peopleahead of timethat you will be bringing a GFDF dish (or two) to SHARE with everyone and that the host does NOT need to accommodate you. If they insist - tell the truth. It's better than being coy and seeing the chocolate cake twice later. Perhaps bring a little extra leftovers and eat that to the side, 
but be sure to still make a dish to share that you can safely enjoy. Show off your new GFDF cooking skills!

https://gluten.org/resources/getting-started/celiac-disease-non-celiac-sensitivity-or-wheat-allergy-what-is-the-difference/
https://sites.google.com/s/1G7hfagADTkbgWkrJbRfHP0MSCnhLwvL2/p/1gC7Ko6MDvK-L4Lez1SsQzazayOXmaeLe/edit
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1. Doctor's would say not to do this, but too damn bad. Go on a Farewell to Gluten Tourfor no more than a week. Eat all your favorites one last time because life is short.

2. During that time, do your research. Learn all of the red flags and gluten-related-terms that you may find on a nutrition label and save them in your phone. 

3. Check your favorite items now and learn what you can and can't eat from that list. Check the product websites and popular Celiac-friendly blogs. If you cannot find the answer - 
that's your answer. You might be pleasantly surprised that many of the items you are currently eating are in fact GF.

4. Toss or give to a friend all your gluten-containing fridge items. You need to do this for a minimum of 6 months and it's best to get it out of the house. It's going to expire anyway. 
I put aside the shelf-stable glutinous items until I was sure it was working for me and once I was sure, I put them all on the counter at work with a Take Me sign. They were all 
gone in 5 minutes. Do one better and donate all sealed items to a pantry, just don't throw good food out - not cool.

5. Next, you'll want to prepare a food log. The important thing here is to figure out 1) if going GF is improving your health, 2) how so, and 3) if you are able to locate other irritants. 

● For example, alcohol really makes me feel ill. So say on a Saturday I write down everything I've had including the alcohol. When I don't feel well the next 1-2 days, I will 
look back. Okay, maybe it was all the garlic - test it - eat garlic in a similar fashion again - wait three days - what were the results? (It is important to test each item by 
itselfand give your body a few days to react. If you wait one day for the garlic test and then move on, you won't be able to single out your irritants). Okay, maybe it was 
the raw kale - test it - wait 3 days. Work through the meals systematically even though it can be frustrating to do so. By doing this, I was able to find that garlic, alcohol, 
(decaf) coffee, caffeine, sugar, avocados, chilis, citrus, and carbonated items all made me feel not well. And if you're thinking well, everyone experiences this stuff when 
they drink alcohol, and yes, you would be right, but it's different because of the The Food Connectionand the thyroid. These irritants don't just irritate you, your body is 
attacking these items and making it so you don't absorb the synthetic thyroid medication.

● Here is an example of what I'm talking about - it's a food AND symptom tracker as well as a place to mark your potential weight loss. Fill one out everyday and change 
the symptoms to those that suit you - these were my daily symptoms at the time.

https://sites.google.com/s/1G7hfagADTkbgWkrJbRfHP0MSCnhLwvL2/p/1zBU9sdRGaHlNz6bfAP5vXtNQqHjFPPB-/edit
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